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Correction to: Scientific Reports https ://doi.org/10.1038/s4159 8-020-61808 -3, published online 19 March 2020

This Article contains errors in Figure 4, where segmentation score (Jaccard index) results for U-Net experiments 
and scores of both cases, with test-time augmentation and without test-time augmentation, are incorrect. The 
correct Figure 4 appears below as Figure 1. 

Consequently, in the Results section,

“For the “Tissue” dataset TTA has demonstrated a performance gain for all epochs. In case of the “Fluorescent” 
dataset, a slight decline in the performance of TTA was observed during early (first 30–50) epochs, which has 
turned positive after further training (Figure 4 A,B).”

should read:

“For the “Tissue” dataset TTA has demonstrated a performance gain for almost all epochs. In case of the “Fluo-
rescent” dataset, a slight decline in the performance of TTA was observed during early (first 50–100) epochs, 
which has turned positive after further training (Figure 4 A,B).”

Finally, resulting from the incorrect segmentation score (Jaccard index) results for U-Net experiments, Sup-
plementary Tables 1, 2 and 4 published with this Article contain errors.

The corrected Supplementary Information files are linked to this correction notice.

The online version contains supplementary material available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-021-81801-8.
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Figure 1.  A correct version of the original Figure 4.
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